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Abstract
This article summarizes the first measurements of inclusive beauty production cross section in proton-proton col-
lisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and central rapidities. The results are based on different techniques, such as the identification of
semileptonic b-decays into muons and inclusive jet measurements with secondary vertex tagging. The measurements
probe b-quark production in different regions of transverse momenta. The experimental results are compared with
next-to-leading order QCD predictions and various Monte Carlo models.
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1. Introduction
It is important to understand inclusive b-quark production at LHC experiments for various reasons. Firstly, in order
to test QCD predictions which have been computed at next-to-leading order (NLO) precision but are still characterized
by large scale dependence. Secondly, because b-jets represent an important source of background for many of the most
interesting physics searches, as the Higgs boson and Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model. Most recent
measurements performed at Tevatron [1, 2, 3, 4], HERA [5, 6, 7, 8] and LEP [9] are in reasonable agreement with
QCD predictions in most regions of the phase space.
Two preliminary measurements of inclusive b-quark production at the center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV have been
performed with the CMS experiment [10], based on different experimental techniques. The results are obtained with
data collected in March-July 2010. A first measurement is based on the identification of semileptonic decays of b
quarks into muons and jets. Muons from b- and c-quark decays can be distinguished using the transverse momentum
relative to the jet, which is on average larger for b-events than in c-decays and for muons from light hadrons. This
measurement probes the production process at low transverse momenta. A second measurement is based on the
reconstruction of the secondary vertex in jets from the B-hadron decays, exploiting the high spatial resolution of the
silicon pixel tracker. This measurement extends to large b-quark transverse momenta. Both results are compared to
NLO QCD predictions and various Monte Carlo (MC) models.
2. Measurement techniques and results
2.1. Cross section measurement with semi-leptonic decays
The measurement is based on the reconstruction of the muon from the semi-leptonic b-decay and associated
jet [11], using an integrated luminosity L = 8.1 nb−1. At least one well-reconstructed muon with transverse momentum
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pT,µ > 6 GeV and pseudorapidity |ηµ| < 2.1 is required. Further cuts are applied on the longitudinal impact parameter,
on the minimal number of hits associated to the track on on the quality of the track fit. Tracks with pT > 300 MeV
are clustered into track-jets with the anti-kT jet algorithm and R = 0.5. The jet is defined as b-jet if it contains a muon
satisfying the above requirements. After subtracting the muon momentum from the track-jet momentum, the track-jet
energy is required to be ET > 1 GeV in the plane transverse to the beam line.
From the momenta of the selected muon ( ~pµ) and the associated track jet ( ~p j), the relative transverse momentum
of the muon with respect to its track jet is calculated as prelT = | ~pµ × ~p j|/| ~pµ|. A fit to the observed prelT spectrum, based
on templates obtained from simulation (signal and part of the background) and data (the remaining background), is
used to determine the fraction of signal events among all events passing the event selection. The templates used in the
fitting algorithm are determined separately for the full sample and for each bin in muon transverse momentum and
pseudorapidity. Since the shape of the prelT distribution from charm decays and hadrons from light quarks or gluons
cannot be distinguished by the fit, the two background components are combined.
The inclusive b-quark production cross section, σb, is calculated from σb = Nb/(L), where Nb is the number of
events from b-decays extracted from the fit,  is the overall event selection efficiency and L the integrated luminosity.
The result of the inclusive b-quark production cross section to muons, for the visible range pT,µ > 6 GeV and |ηµ| < 2.1
is σb = (1.48 ± 0.04stat ± 0.22syst ± 0.16lumi) µb. Single differential cross sections as function of the muon transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity are obtained by determining Nb and the efficiency in each bin (see Fig. 1). The
systematic uncertainties (16%-20%) are dominated by the description of the background from light quarks and gluons
and modeling of the underlying event. At the present early stage of the CMS experiment, the integrated luminosity
recorded is known to about 11% precision.6 6 Systematics
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Figure 2: Differential cross section (a) dσ
dpµ⊥
(pp → b + X → µ + X￿, |ηµ| < 2.1), and (b)
dσ
dηµ (pp → b + X → µ + X￿, pµ⊥ > 6GeV). The points with error bars are the CMS measure-
ments. The horizontal bars indicate the bin width. The yellow band shows the quadratic sum
of statistical and systematic errors. The systematic error (11%) of the luminosity measurement
is not included. The dashed red lines illustrate the MC@NLO theoretical uncertainty as de-
scribed in the text. The solid green line shows the PYTHIA result.
Table 1: Differential b-quark cross section dσ/dpµ⊥ for |ηµ| < 2.1 in bins of muon transverse
momentum. The number of b-events (Nb) determined by the fit, the efficiency (ε) of the online
and offline event selection, and the differential cross section together with its relative statistical,
systematic, and luminosity uncertainty are given.
pµ⊥ N
b ε dσ/dpT [nb/GeV] stat sys lumi
6-7 GeV 2897± 140 0.56± 0.01 640 5% 15% 11%
7-8 GeV 1479± 96 0.61± 0.01 297 7% 15% 11%
8-10 GeV 1674± 93 0.67± 0.01 154 6% 14% 11%
10-12 GeV 771± 58 0.69± 0.02 68 7% 12% 11%
12-14 GeV 282± 38 0.76± 0.02 23 14% 13% 11%
14-16 GeV 135± 27 0.73± 0.04 11 20% 14% 11%
16-20 GeV 131± 25 0.78± 0.04 5.2 19% 12% 11%
20-30 GeV 102± 20 0.77± 0.04 1.6 19% 11% 11%
The muon trigger efficiency [30] has been determined from data in minimum bias events. The
statistical uncertainty on the trigger efficiency amounts to 3–5%, depending on themuon trans-
verse momentum and pseudorapidity, and is taken as a systematic uncertainty. The muon
reconstruction efficiency is known to a precision of 3%.
The tracking efficiency for hadrons is known with a precision of 4% [31]. This induces a sys-
tematic uncertainty of 2% on the number of events passing the event selection. The uncertainty
in the tracking efficiency affects the b-fraction in the fit by about 1%.
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Figure 1: Differential b cross section as function of the muon transverse momentum for |ηµ | < 2.1 (a) and pseudorapidity for pT,µ > 6 GeV (b),
compared with PYTHIA and MC@NLO predictions. The yellow band shows the quadr tic sum of statistical and systematic errors (the uncertainty
on th luminosity measurement is not included). The ratio of the measured cross section to the theoretical expectations from FONLL and POWHEG
are shown n (c).
Theoretical predictions for the cross section measurement were obtained with PYTHIA 6.4 [12], HERWIG
6.5 [13], MC@NLO 3.4 [14], FONLL [15] and POWHEG [16]. The CTEQ6L1 and CTEQ6M parton densities [17]
were used for PYTHIA and MC@NLO predictions, respectively. The PYTHIA prediction for the visible b-quark
cross section is σPYTHIA = 1.8 µb, while MC@NLO gives [0.84+0.36−0.19(sc e) ± 0.08(mb) ± 0.04(PDF)] µb. The error
for MC@NLO is obtained by changing the QCD renormalization and factorization scales independently from half to
twice their default values. The PYTHIA and MC@NLO predictions for the differential cross sections are shown in
Fig. 1(a)-(b). While PYTHIA predictions are generally in agreement with the measurements, MC@NLO is below the
measurement at low transverse momenta and central pseudorapidities. The HERWIG calculation with massive quarks
agrees with th MC@NLO prediction within the theoretical uncertainties. The ratio of the measured differential cross
section as function of pT,µ divided by the FONLL and POWHEG predictions are shown in Fig. 1(c). The POWHEG
matrix element calculation is interfaced both to the PYTHIA and HERWIG parton shower. The FONLL calculation
generally agrees with the data with the larger difference in the lowermost pT,µ bin. The POWHEG calculation with
PYTHIA parton shower is in agreement with FONLL. The POWHEG prediction is below the data if interfaced with
the HERWIG parton s ower.
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2.2. B-jet cross section measurement
An additional measurement is performed, based on finding the decay vertex of B hadrons within jets [18]. Sec-
ondary vertices with at least three associated tracks and hits in the silicon pixel detector provide a clean signal against
backgrounds from light quark and gluon jets. The secondary vertices from b- and c-quark decays can be distinguished
by their relative distance from the primary vertex using a 3D decay length significance, which is higher for b-jets than
for c- and light flavor jets.
The inclusive jet data is collected using a combination of minimum bias and single jet triggers. The jets with
transverse momentum in the range 18 < pT < 300 GeV and rapidity |y| < 2 are reconstructed with the anti-kT
algorithm [19], with the jet clustering using a distance parameter R = 0.5. Particle Flow objects [20, 21] are utilized
as input to the clustering algorithm, allowing for a reliable jet energy reconstruction and good energy resolution down
to low transverse jet momenta. Jets from b-decays are identified using a secondary vertex high-purity tagger [22]. The
secondary vertex is fitted with at least three charged particle tracks. A selection on the reconstructed 3D decay length
significance is applied, corresponding to about 0.1% efficiency to tag light flavor jets and 60% efficiency to identify b
jets at pT = 100 GeV. The b identification efficiency with the selections used in theis analysis is between 6% and 60%
at pT > 18 GeV and |y| < 2. The efficiency rises at higher pT as the b-hadron decay time increases in the laboratory
frame, facilitating the identification of the decay vertex.
The production cross section for b jets is calculated as a double differential dσ/(dpTdy) = Nt fbC/(jetb∆pT∆yL),
where Nt is the measured number of tagged jets per bin, ∆pT and ∆y are the bin widths in pT and y, fb is the fraction
of tagged jets containing a B hadron, b is the b tagging efficiency, jet is the jet reconstruction efficiency and C is the
unfolding correction. The integrated luminosity, L, is 60 nb−1. The jet, b and fb are all calculated from MC in bins of
reconstructed pT and y. The b-tagged sample purity was also estimated from data, using template fits to the secondary
vertex mass distribution, and the results were found to be in good agreement with MC expectations, well within the
3% statistical uncertainty. This constrains the charm mistag rate to within 20% of the MC expectation. The correction
factor C unfolds the measured pT back to particle level using the ansatz method [23].
The measured b-jet cross section is shown in Fig. 2 as function of the jet pT , in different rapidity bins. The leading
systematic uncertainties at pT > 30 GeV are from the b-jet energy scale relative to inclusive jets (45%), from the
data-driven constraints on b-tagging efficiency (20%) and from the mistag rate uncertainty for charm jets (34%) and
for light flavor jets (1-10%).
8 5 Conclusion
factorization and renormalization scales were set to µF = µR = pT. The inclusive b-jet predic-
tion is calculated with MC@NLO [27, 28] using the CTEQ6M PDF set and the nominal b-quark
mass of 4.75 GeV, giving a total b cross section of 238 µb. The parton shower is modeled using
Herwig 6.510 [29]. The results are compared to a NLO theory prediction (MC@NLO) and to the
Pythia MC (tune D6T [30]), and are found to be in good agreement with Pythia and in reason-
able agreement with MC@NLO. The NLO calculation is found to describe the overall fraction
of b jets at pT > 18 GeV and |y| < 2.0 well, but with significant shape differences in pT and y.
Fitting the measured ratio of data to Pythia in the phase space window 30 < pT < 150GeV
and |y| < 2.0 to a constant, we obtain a global scale factor of 0.99 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.21(syst),
where the systematic uncertainty is a weighted average over all the bins contributing to the
fit. The fit has χ2/NDF = 43.4/47. Repeating the same fit for the ratio between reconstructed
MC and generator-level MC results in a scale factor of 1.009± 0.005 with χ2/NDF = 246/46,
confirming good closure of the analysis chain. Finally, the NLO/MC global scale factor is
1.04± 0.05.
The total b cross section of 238 µb from the MC@NLO calculation has a sizable uncertainty
from the choice of renormalization scale between µR = 0.5 and µR = 2 (+40%, −25%), from
CTEQ PDF variations (+10%, −6%), and from the choice of b-quark mass between 4.5 GeV
and 5.0 GeV (+17%,−14%). The dominant scale uncertainty is overlaid as an uncertainty band
around the MC@NLO prediction in Figs. 7(b) and 8.
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Figure 7: Measured b-jet cross section compared to the MC@NLO calculation, overlaid (left)
and as a ratio (right). The Pythia prediction is also shown, for comparison.
5 Conclusion
We have measured the ratio of b-jet to inclusive jet production in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV
center-of-mass energy for an integrated luminosity of 60 nb−1. We find an overall good agree-
ment between data and Pythia in the jet transverse momentum range 30 < pT < 150GeV
and rapidity |y| < 2.0, within about 2% statistical uncertainty and 21% systematic uncertainty.
We also observe a reasonable agreement between the MC@NLO calculation and the measured
overall b-jet fraction, within the 21% systematic uncertainty, but observe significant shape dif-
ferences in pT and y.
Figure 2: Left: Differential b-jet cross section as function of the transvers momentum in different rapidity regio s. Right: Ratio o the measured
cross section to the NLO QCD prediction.
The inclusive b-jet prediction is calculated with MC@NLO, using the CTEQ6M PDF set and the b-quark mass
of 4.75 GeV. The results are compared to a NLO theory prediction (MC@NLO) and to the Pythia MC, and are found
to be in good agreement with Pythia and in reasonable agreement with MC@NLO. The total b-quark cross section of
238 µb from the MC@NLO calculation has a sizable ncertainty from the choice f renormalization scale between
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0.5 and 2 (+40%,-25%), from CTEQ PDF variations (+10%,-6%), and from the choice of b-quark mass between 4.5
and 5.0 GeV (+17%,-14%). The dominant scale uncertainty is overlaid as an uncertainty band in Fig. 2.
3. Conclusions
First measurements of b-quark inclusive cross sections were performed with the CMS experiments in p-p collisions
at
√
s = 7 TeV. The measurements utilize different techniques and cover a wide range of b-quark transverse momenta.
The results were compared to NLO QCD predictions and various Monte Carlo models. The cross section measured
with semileptonic decays into muons is above NLO QCD predictions at low momenta and central pseudorapidities.
The b-jet cross section measured with secondary vertex tagging for pT > 18 GeV is in reasonable agreement with
NLO QCD but exhibits shape differences at large rapidities. It is foreseen to extend the measured kinematic range by
analyzing the larger data samples collected in the 2010 LHC run.
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